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Ukraine preserves a solid economic growth
Kiev AgriHort 2005 will be organised in a market that shows a remarkable and continuous
growth over the recent years. With an average economic growth since 2002 of 6% yearly,
the present business environment is full of opportunities. The economic and business
forecasts for the coming years are positive. Agriculture, the Feed Industry and Food
related businesses like Food processing and Packaging are sectors with strong growth
and still with an enormous potential for further development. As a new neighbour of the
European Union, Ukraine offers an excellent climate for foreign investments.
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Why exhibit at
Kiev AgriHort 2005:

Kiev AgriHort 2004 took place from 25 - 27 February 2004. This 7th Ukraine International Agriculture
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Kiev AgriHort is valued as the most International
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• Organised in the ideal month of
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Some quotes of our 2004 exhibitors:
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“Several people appear interested in starting
turkey business” (Cuddy Farms)
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“A Professional show with key visitors from
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Animal Farming

• In conjunction with UkrProdMash and

• Since 1999, AFIE Kiev, Animal Farming
International Exhibition is added as an
integrated section of Kiev AgriHort.

AFIE Kiev, Animal Farming International

Among the 2004 exhibitors were

Exhibition, will again be incorporated as a

companies like: Big Dutchman, GSI

separate, but fully integrated section of Kiev

Group Europe, Cobb Europe, Salmet

AgriHort 2005.

International, Chore Time, Sprout
Matador, Schaller, Stork PMT and many
others.
• A high number of quality trade
visitors, a large press coverage and
great interest of governmental bodies.

Machinery and equipment
Seeds and plant material
Fertilisers
Crop protection
Fuel & Lubrication
Farm buildings and designs
Tools and workshop
equipment
Produce, crops
Processing technology

●
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Live stock care
Animal breeding materials
Cattle farming
Pig farming
Poultry breeding and processing
Feeding and drinking
Manure processing
Veterinary products

Victam Ukraine Pavilion

Dedicated marketing campaign
Horticulture
●
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●

Machinery and Tools
Greenhouse technology
Irrigation equipment
Seeds and plant material
Fertilisers and substrates
Crop protection and control
Produce, crops, flowers and
plants
Processing technology

A critical success factor of Kiev AgriHort
has always been the dedicated marketing
campaign to attract the trade professionals from the entire agricultural sector
in Ukraine. An extensive marketing campaign has already been drawn up for
Kiev AgriHort 2005 and will include:
●

Feed Industry/Victam Ukraine Pavilion
●
●
●
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●
●

Feed Mills
Flour, Grain and raw material
processing
Grain Storage and handling
Feed Ingredients
Equipment and Unit operations
Quality control

●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●

100.000 invitations distributed through
the Ministry of Agriculture of Ukraine,
the Association of Farmers and Landowners of Ukraine and to the readers
of the agricultural magazine Propozitsiya. All sent to the keybuyers, trade
professionals, private and state farms
Direct mailing campaigns to a
qualified visitor database
Press advertising in the relevant trade
press, journals, newspapers and on
regional TV & Radio
Editorials in carefully selected trade
press
Allocation of tickets for exhibitors to
issue to existing and potential clients
Close co-operation with the leading
agricultural trade magazine
Propozitsiya including a high volume
ticket insert
Frequent local press conferences
Ticket inserts in specialised trade
journals
Promotion in many International
trade magazines
Billboards placed throughout the city
centre of Kiev

Victam International is the global event
for the feed and food chain. Victam
Internation takes place every three years
in Utrecht and is a showpiece event for
International companies that serve and
supply the agri-processing and related
industries worldwide. We are very
pleased that during Kiev AgriHort 2005
Victam International will organise the
Victam Ukraine Pavilion for the second
time. The Victam Ukraine Pavilion has
been promoted during the last edition
of Victam International in Utrecht and a
lot of companies have shown already
great interest!

UkrProdMash 2005

This year, Kiev AgriHort will again be
organised
in
conjunction
with
"UkrProdMash". This exciting and
promising event, organised by Premier
Expo, will be specially targeted at the
fast developing sector of food processing
and packaging. In 2005 "UkrProdPack"
will be a section dedicated fully to the
fast growing packaging industry. As
these sectors are closely linked to
agriculture, especially in Ukraine, the
combination with Kiev AgriHort is a
natural one. Both exhibitions will
generate guaranteed exposure and
attract a high profile of trade visitors.
BTO and ITE will take care of all
international sales and PremierExpo,
Kiev, will remain our reliable co-organiser in Ukraine.

Experienced organisers

Ukraine
With a total land area of over
600,000 km2 and a population of
50 million, Ukraine is the second
largest country of Europe. The
republic is fully independent, a
member and one of the initiators
of the CIS and is politically and
economically oriented both to the
East and to the West. Ukraine
adheres to a policy of steady
reforms with actual support of the
World Bank, the IMF, the European
Union and the EBRD. The Hryvna,
which was introduced in 1996, has
proven to be a relatively stable
currency.
The Ukrainian Goverment supports
local agricultural industries and
suppliers with favourable taxation
rates.

IEC Kiev
The International Exhibition Center (IEC) at the Brovarskyi Prospect in Kiev is Ukraine’s
biggest and most modern venue for International Exhibitions. It has easy access by
road and public transport. It offers all modern facilities and heavy, big machinery can
be exhibited indoors.

Kiev AgriHort 2005 is organised by BTO
Beurs- en Tentoonstellings-Organisatie
BV, The Netherlands. BTO organises
international
trade
shows
and
exhibitions for the agricultural sector
mainly targeted to the emerging
markets of Central and Eastern Europe.
PremierExpo Kiev is a 100% subsidiary of
ITE Group Plc. London. ITE is one of the
leading event organisers in emerging
markets, with a portfolio of over 250
events in over 30 countries. Premier Expo
Kiev will be co-organising Kiev AgriHort.

Organisation and Sales

BTO Beurs- en TentoonstellingsOrganisatie BV
Grote Markt 167
1315 JD Almere
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31 (0)36 533 05 80
Fax: +31 (0)36 530 60 87
info@bto-exhibitions.nl
www.bto-exhibitions.nl
Contact: Mr. Kuno Jacobs

13, Pimonenko Street
04050 Kiev
Ukraine
Tel.: +380 (0) 44 451 4160
Fax: +380 (0) 44 451 4161
EKomolova@pe.com.ua
www.pe.com.ua
Contact: Mrs. Evgenia Komolova

GIMA International
Exhibition Group GmbH & Co. KG
Eiffestraße 585
D-20537 Hamburg
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0)40 2 35 24 0
Fax: +49(0)40 2 35 24 400
info@gima.de
www.gima.de
Contact: Mr. Vasco Stumbov

